Medical
Writing and
Publication
Planning

Six Degrees Medical is a leader in
global medical communications.
For over a decade, our medical communication services have
helped clients optimize their brand, disease and corporate
objectives. Building client relationships that last, our team brings
intuitive strategy, tactical innovation and executional excellence
to every project.

Our highly experienced team of medical
and communications professionals truly
understand your objectives and the science
and data behind them.
We apply this knowledge to develop creative, insightful and
targeted communications that make science meaningful to
the target audience. Our team effectively collaborates with
clients, KOLs and stakeholders, to assist with presentation flow,
development and speaker preparations. From speaker programs
and slide deck creation to developing medical and sales rep
toolkits, we make drug, disease or brand stories relevant, clear
and compelling. We also partner with our clients to develop
strategic publication plans and to support authors to facilitate
abstract and manuscript development. Our innovative and welltested process helps reduce publication development timelines
and enhances probability of target journal acceptance.

We are an effective and collaborative partner in medical content
development and help fill in knowledge gaps.
Medical writing and publication planning must not only meet
stringent good clinical practice standards and good publication
practices – it must also tell a scientific story in a relevant and
compelling way. It is centered on generating content that engages,
instructs and tells a story with medical evidence that is truly
immersive and visually impactful.
At Six Degrees Medical, we don’t just write content, we are
redefining the medical writing landscape. We ensure the stories
we help to tell leave a lasting impression; the audience retains
a high proportion of the information presented and is affected.
Our collaborative approach produces superior results and
lasting partnerships.

Our medical writing services include:
• Standalone slide decks
• White papers
• Clinical summaries
• Literature searches and reports
• Medical and sales rep slide decks and
toolkits
• PI & label updates
• Strategic publication planning
• Journal identification and liaison
• Abstract and manuscript development
support and facilitation

“Six Degrees Medical is able to provide high quality and effective medical writing expertise.
They have not only provided medical content writing but have also demonstrated strong
design and document management capabilities.”

About us
Our expertise has been sought after in 34 countries around
the world in over 40 therapeutic areas. We come from 12
industries, 11 cultural backgrounds and speak 20 languages.
Based in North America and Europe, we bring local perspective
and international expertise to every project. Our clients see
us as more than just vendors, but as partners invested in their
success!
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